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We explore possible experiments that could be 
performed with a CERN-SPS, 400GeV/c, proton 
bunch with up to 3x1011 particles traveling in a 
plasma. Planned experiments include driving 
wakefields. However other topics could include 
resonantly driving wakefields a harmonic 
frequencies, looking for current filamentation 
instability and possibly driving a shock, as well as 
using the self-modulation instability to both defocus 
and slow down the proton bunch. 
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PROTON BEAMS @ CERN 

Parameter PS SPS SPS Opt 

E0 (GeV) 24 400 400 

Np (1010) 13 10.5 30 

∆E/E0 (%) 0.05 0.03 0.03 

σz (cm) 20 12 12 

εN (mm-mrad) 2.4 3.6 3.6 

σr* (µm) 400 200 200 

β* (m) 1.6 5 5 

 SPS beam: high energy, small σr*, long β* 

experimental area 

CERN’s Accelerator Complex  

ne~7x1014cm-3 for kpσr≈1 
λpe~1.2mm<<σz

 

fpe~240GHz 
Lp~10m~2β* 
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R. Kersevan (CERN)  
G. Plyushchev (CERN/MPP/EPFL) 

Rb VAPOR/PLASMA SOURCE 

F. Batsch (MPP) 
E. Oz (MPP) 

 nRb: 1014<nRb,e<1015cm-3, ∆nRb,e/nRb,e<0.2%, few cm nRb,e ramp 
 Impose temperature ∆T<0.3K @500K (∆T/T=∆nRb/nRb<0.2%) + free expansion at ends 
 Anomalous dispersion for nRb measurement: <0.3% accuracy! 

Test relative accuracy 

Rb anomalous dispersion at 780 and 794nm 

D2 D1 

Öz et al., NIMA 829, 321 (2016) 

E. Oz  & P. Muggli., NMA 740(11), 197 (2014). 
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Rb VAPOR/PLASMA SOURCE 

 Somewhat complex control system 
 Worked well 
 Produced expected Rb vapor density 
 No safety incident with Rb 

F. Braunmueller, MPP 
R. Speroni, CERN 
WDL 
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LASER & PLASMA 

 Fiber/Ti-Sapphire laser: ~100fs, Emax=450mJ 
 Rb: φIP=4.177eV, Iapp~1.7x1012Wcm-2,  
 r0~1mm, ZR~5m, Imax>10x1012Wcm-2 
 Field ionization => ne=nRb, uniformity and ramps 
 Virtual plasma for alignment 

J. Moody, M. Huether, MPP, V. Fedosseev, F. Friebel, CERN 

Laser 
Transmission 
Diagnostics 
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Rb VAPOR SOURCE (heat exchanger) 
Installed in AWAKE! Development of the ends 
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Rb VAPOR SOURCE (heat exchanger) 

! The longest compact accelerator in the world! 

Back side, from the wall at CERN 

10m! 
Straight! 

@ Grant 

equivalent to providing uniform plasma density. The density
uniformity of such a closed system can be estimated as follows:
the density !uctuations can be related to temperature !uctuations
for an ideal gas with the ideal gas equation:

p! nkT

where p is pressure, n is density and k! 1:38" 10#23

m2 kg s#2 K#1 is the Boltzmann constant. At constant pressure,
density and temperature !uctuations are related by

!n
n

!
!T
T

:

The !uctuations result from two sources: the externally imposed
and internal !uctuations. The internal !uctuations are estimated
from the average value of temperature !uctuations for an ideal gas
[3] at temperature T which is given by

!$!T%2"!
kT2

cV

where cV is the heat capacity at constant volume. This can be put
in a useful form to calculate the temperature uniformity
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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T2

s

!

!!!!!
k
cV

s

50:002:

Therefore the externally imposed !uctuations dominate and hence
a density uniformity of !n=nr0:002 can be achieved with a
temperature uniformity of !T=Tr0:002.

2. Description of Rb vapor source

Rubidium is chosen because of its low ionization potential
(URb ! 4:177 eV), and relatively low temperature requirement to
obtain the desired vapor density when compared to other alkali
metals. Rubidium has a melting temperature of 38.89 1C, conse-
quently it is in solid form at room temperature. The temperature
range in order to reach the required densities is & 150–200 1C.
This is determined by the vapor pressure curve of Rb [4] (see
Fig. 1). Independently heated liquid reservoirs provide the desired
Rb vapor density inside the 10 m-long 2 cm radius pipe. A sketch
of the vapor plasma source is given in Fig. 2(a). Proton, electron
and laser beams enter and exit the source through fast valves.
Valved Rb sources with temperature regulation of 70.03 K will be

purchased from MBE-Komponenten incorporated [5] Fig. 2(b).
They contain only a few grams of Rb. An advantage of having
two independent heating systems for the reservoirs and the pipe is
that by keeping the temperature of the pipe a few degrees above
that of the reservoirs prevents condensation of Rb in a cold spot
inside the pipe, all the condensation occurs in the reservoir.

Rubidium is known to form dimers and clusters at these
densities [6]. However, the number of dimers or clusters is
expected to be small when compared to the number of single
atoms. In addition, a fraction of non-atomic species will not effect
the plasma density uniformity unless they are themselves non-
uniformly distributed in this constant temperature environment.
Several methods are described in literature to get rid of these
dimers [7], such as by super heating the vapor or by using a diode
laser tuned across Rb2 D2 resonance line. It is also possible that
after the passage of the beams the clusterization may be enhanced
by plasma electrons seeding [8]. Since the reservoir and the source
can be independently heated and isolated it is possible to get rid of
non-atomic species by dumping the vapor onto a cold plate at
room temperature and completely re"ll the source from the
reservoirs between events.

Vapor density can be determined by using the vapor pressure
curves [4,9,10] or using the hook method. In this method the
source is placed in one arm of a Mach–Zehnder white light
interferometer, and interference patterns that resembles hooks
resulting from the ground state absorption lines of the vapor
element [11,12] are measured.

Uniformity of 0.2% means the temperature should not change
more than 0.85 K at 423 K (i.e. 150 1C) and 0.95 K at 473 K (i.e.
200 1C). Therefore for the required temperature range the source
needs to remain at T & 70:4 K. In the literature it is reported that
to set the temperature standard in the temperature range 50–
350 1C, stirred liquid baths containing a synthetic or mineral oil
[13] are used. For example a small 50 cm deep liquid bath can
provide a uniform temperature with !To1 mK i.e. !T=Tr2"
10#6 at T!473 K, 1000 times better than the requirement for the
plasma source.

A custom built circulating oil bath is developed to reach the
temperature uniformity (see Fig. 3). A simple calculation for the
temperature change of hot oil !owing through an insulated pipe
over 10 meters demonstrates the feasibility of such a system: Steady
state solution energy balance leads to a simple equation [14]

!T ! $T0#Tr%
z
!T

where z is the position along the pipe, !T ! T$z%#T0, T0 is the
temperature of the oil at the entrance of the pipe and Tr is the
surrounding ambient temperature. The constant is !T ! cp"=U2#ro,
where cp is the heat capacity per unit mass of the oil, "! $v#r2o the
mass !ow rate, $ the oil density, ro the pipe radius, v the oil !ow

Fig. 1. Rubidium vapor density (blue line) and vapor pressure (green dashed line)
as a function of temperature. Region between 1"1014 cm#3 and 1"1015 cm#3,
and the corresponding temperature show the parameter range of interest for the
PDPWFA. (For interpretation of the references to color in this "gure caption, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 2. (a) Sketch of the plasma source. Two independently heated sections consist
of a 10 m long Rb vapor section with fast valves for proton, electron and laser beam
access and valved Rb liquid reservoirs. (b) Photo of the valved Rb liquid reservoir by
MBE Komponenten incorporated.
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a b s t r a c t

We describe a novel plasma source developed at the Max Planck Institute for Physics that will be used for
a proton driven plasma wake!eld accelerator experiment at CERN. Rubidium vapor is con!ned in a
10 meter -long, 4 cm diameter, oil-heated stainless steel pipe. A laser pulse tunnel ionizes the vapor
forming a 10-meter long, ! 1 mm radius plasma with a range of densities around ! 1015 cm"3. Access to
the source is provided using custom manufactured fast valves. The source is designed to produce a
plasma with a density uniformity of at least ! 0:2% during the beam–plasma interaction.
& 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND

license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/).

1. Introduction

Plasma-based advanced acceleration is a topic of much con-
temporary interest. Accelerating !elds orders of magnitude higher
than in conventional radio-frequency-based accelerators can be
produced with plasma-based accelerators. For the plasma wake-
!eld accelerator scheme where a charged particle bunch creates
the wake!eld, the accelerating !eld is related to the inverse of the
bunch length of the drive bunch sz (with the condition that the
plasma wavelength is equal to 2!sz); therefore, shorter bunches
are needed to reach higher accelerating !elds. Recently the
AWAKE collaboration proposed a Proton Driven Plasma Wake!eld
Accelerator (PDPWFA) experiment in order to take advantage of
the energy of a single CERN SPS bunch (! 7 kJ). With this scheme
it could be possible to accelerate an electron bunch in a single
plasma stage for a future linear e" =e# collider. Since short
(! 100 !m) proton bunches are not yet available, the proposed
experiment relies on the self-modulation-instability [1] to reso-
nantly drive GV scale accelerating !elds. In the experiment a
12 cm sz, 400 GeV CERN SPS proton bunch enters a !10 meter-
long, ! 1 mm radius ! 1015 cm"3 density plasma. The transverse
self-modulation-instability causes the proton bunch to self mod-
ulate and transforms it effectively into a train of micro-bunches.
The train resonantly drives large accelerating !elds (!GV). In this
wake a ! 20 MeV co-propagating electron bunch is injected and
accelerated. Accelerating an electron bunch in such a wake brings
a strict requirement on the plasma density uniformity. It can be
estimated as follows: After the electron bunch is injected the
maximum phase shift allowed so that it remains in the

accelerating and focusing phase of the wake is "pe=8 [2] where
"pe is the plasma wavelength, which is inversely proportional to
the square root of plasma density, "pep1=

!!!!!
ne

p
. Therefore the

following relation can be written between the change in plasma
wavelength and the density

d"pe
"pe

$ "
dne

2ne
:

If the injected bunch is located N plasma wavelengths behind the
point where the wake!eld starts, then the total allowed phase
shift at the injection point is

N"pe
"nmax

2ne
$
"pe
8

where "nmax is the maximum allowed perturbation for a given
plasma source. Hence, for a CERN proton bunch with sr $ 0:2 mm,
sz $ 12 cm, and optimum plasma density (corresponding to
"pe=2! %sr) of 7&1014 cm"3 (sz % 100"pe), choosing N$100 the
point where the accelerating !eld reaches its maximum along the
bunch, the requirement on plasma density uniformity becomes

"nmax

ne
r0:0025:

For 1&1015 cm"3 the requirement is "nmax=ne!0:002, therefore
our design criteria for the cell is chosen to be 0.2%.

This strict requirement can be satis!ed by a fully ionized Rb
vapor con!ned in a closed long tube at a constant temperature, T.
The low ionization potential of Rb, 4.18 eV, makes it possible to
fully !eld-ionize Rb vapor with a relatively low laser intensity. A
more detailed description of ionization is given later in the text.
Since the vapor is fully ionized (!rst electron), the density and the
uniformity of the plasma are the same as those of the neutral
vapor. Therefore, in this case, providing uniform vapor density is
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Plasma requirements: 
! Lp~10m, rp>1mm 
! Easy to produce, to (laser) ionize 
! Allow for SMI seeding 
! !n0/n0<0.2% (e- injection) 
! => Rubidium 
! Up=4.177eV 
! Ith=1.7x1012W/cm2~Up

4 

! T<230°C 

equivalent to providing uniform plasma density. The density
uniformity of such a closed system can be estimated as follows:
the density !uctuations can be related to temperature !uctuations
for an ideal gas with the ideal gas equation:

p! nkT

where p is pressure, n is density and k! 1:38" 10#23

m2 kg s#2 K#1 is the Boltzmann constant. At constant pressure,
density and temperature !uctuations are related by
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:

The !uctuations result from two sources: the externally imposed
and internal !uctuations. The internal !uctuations are estimated
from the average value of temperature !uctuations for an ideal gas
[3] at temperature T which is given by
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where cV is the heat capacity at constant volume. This can be put
in a useful form to calculate the temperature uniformity
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Therefore the externally imposed !uctuations dominate and hence
a density uniformity of !n=nr0:002 can be achieved with a
temperature uniformity of !T=Tr0:002.

2. Description of Rb vapor source

Rubidium is chosen because of its low ionization potential
(URb ! 4:177 eV), and relatively low temperature requirement to
obtain the desired vapor density when compared to other alkali
metals. Rubidium has a melting temperature of 38.89 1C, conse-
quently it is in solid form at room temperature. The temperature
range in order to reach the required densities is & 150–200 1C.
This is determined by the vapor pressure curve of Rb [4] (see
Fig. 1). Independently heated liquid reservoirs provide the desired
Rb vapor density inside the 10 m-long 2 cm radius pipe. A sketch
of the vapor plasma source is given in Fig. 2(a). Proton, electron
and laser beams enter and exit the source through fast valves.
Valved Rb sources with temperature regulation of 70.03 K will be

purchased from MBE-Komponenten incorporated [5] Fig. 2(b).
They contain only a few grams of Rb. An advantage of having
two independent heating systems for the reservoirs and the pipe is
that by keeping the temperature of the pipe a few degrees above
that of the reservoirs prevents condensation of Rb in a cold spot
inside the pipe, all the condensation occurs in the reservoir.

Rubidium is known to form dimers and clusters at these
densities [6]. However, the number of dimers or clusters is
expected to be small when compared to the number of single
atoms. In addition, a fraction of non-atomic species will not effect
the plasma density uniformity unless they are themselves non-
uniformly distributed in this constant temperature environment.
Several methods are described in literature to get rid of these
dimers [7], such as by super heating the vapor or by using a diode
laser tuned across Rb2 D2 resonance line. It is also possible that
after the passage of the beams the clusterization may be enhanced
by plasma electrons seeding [8]. Since the reservoir and the source
can be independently heated and isolated it is possible to get rid of
non-atomic species by dumping the vapor onto a cold plate at
room temperature and completely re"ll the source from the
reservoirs between events.

Vapor density can be determined by using the vapor pressure
curves [4,9,10] or using the hook method. In this method the
source is placed in one arm of a Mach–Zehnder white light
interferometer, and interference patterns that resembles hooks
resulting from the ground state absorption lines of the vapor
element [11,12] are measured.

Uniformity of 0.2% means the temperature should not change
more than 0.85 K at 423 K (i.e. 150 1C) and 0.95 K at 473 K (i.e.
200 1C). Therefore for the required temperature range the source
needs to remain at T & 70:4 K. In the literature it is reported that
to set the temperature standard in the temperature range 50–
350 1C, stirred liquid baths containing a synthetic or mineral oil
[13] are used. For example a small 50 cm deep liquid bath can
provide a uniform temperature with !To1 mK i.e. !T=Tr2"
10#6 at T!473 K, 1000 times better than the requirement for the
plasma source.

A custom built circulating oil bath is developed to reach the
temperature uniformity (see Fig. 3). A simple calculation for the
temperature change of hot oil !owing through an insulated pipe
over 10 meters demonstrates the feasibility of such a system: Steady
state solution energy balance leads to a simple equation [14]

!T ! $T0#Tr%
z
!T

where z is the position along the pipe, !T ! T$z%#T0, T0 is the
temperature of the oil at the entrance of the pipe and Tr is the
surrounding ambient temperature. The constant is !T ! cp"=U2#ro,
where cp is the heat capacity per unit mass of the oil, "! $v#r2o the
mass !ow rate, $ the oil density, ro the pipe radius, v the oil !ow

Fig. 1. Rubidium vapor density (blue line) and vapor pressure (green dashed line)
as a function of temperature. Region between 1"1014 cm#3 and 1"1015 cm#3,
and the corresponding temperature show the parameter range of interest for the
PDPWFA. (For interpretation of the references to color in this "gure caption, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 2. (a) Sketch of the plasma source. Two independently heated sections consist
of a 10 m long Rb vapor section with fast valves for proton, electron and laser beam
access and valved Rb liquid reservoirs. (b) Photo of the valved Rb liquid reservoir by
MBE Komponenten incorporated.
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EXPERiMENTAL APPARATUS 

Rubidium Plasma 
10m, 1014-1015 cm-3 

Final 
Focus 

p+ from SPS 
Laser 
Dump 

OTR/CTR, 2-screen 
Diagnostics 

Ionizing 
Laser 
Pulse 

p+ dump 

Laser 

 Laser field-ionization 
 ne=nRb, ∆ne/ne<0.2% 
 Few cm ne ramp 
 ±10% density gradient 

ne 

z 

~10m 

~10 
cm 

~10 
cm 
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DiAGNOSTiCS 

Rubidium Plasma 
10m, 1014-1015 cm-3 

Final 
Focus 

p+ from SPS 
Laser 
Dump 

OTR/CTR, 2-screen 
Diagnostics 

Ionizing 
Laser 
Pulse 

p+ dump 

Laser 

 Chromox screens => beam evolution: x(z), y(z) 

 Optical transition radiation (OTR) => time integrated transverse image (x,y) 

 OTR + streak camera => time resolved (ns, ps) image (x,t) 

 Microwave diagnostics: Schottky diodes, heterodyne system 
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e- BUNCH SMi SEEDiNG 

laser 
e- 

p+ 

plasma vapor 

SMI e- Bunch Seeding 
laser 

e- 

p+ 

plasma vapor 

SMI Ionization Seeding/e- Acceleration 

 Seed SMI with ionization front (AWAKE) 
 Seed SMI with e- bunch (20MeV) 
 Can use preformed plasma 
 Simpler, cheaper plasma source 
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e- BUNCH SMi SEEDiNG 

Rubidium Plasma 
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Linear PWFA Theory calculation by M. Huether, MPP 
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e- BUNCH SMi SEEDiNG 

Challenges: 

 e- bunch: σz<λpe 
 Ez, seed~10MeV/m → energy loss 
 p+ bunch transverse field defocusing for e- 

 Need Ie->Ip+? 
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2nd HARMONiC WAKEFiELDS 
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CURRENT FiLAMENTATiON iNSTABiLiTY (CFi) 
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Allen, PRL109, 185007 (2012). 
 e- bunch 
 60MeV 
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 CFI of p+ bunch? 
 ne=1015cm-3 
 σr=1mm   → kpeσr~6            → CFI 
 σz=12cm  → kpeσz~714       → Dissipation, shock? 
 Lp=10m    → kpeLp~60’000  → Dissipation, shock? 
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  Fully equipped facility: 400GeV p+ bunch, 10m plasma, diagnostics 

  AWAKE plasma wakefield acceleration experiment 

  Transverse current filamentation instability (CFI, Weibel) of p+ bunch  

  Wakefields at second harmonic 

  e- beam SMI seeding 

  Drive shocks with p+ bunch CFI?  


